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Undeniable Evidence to Achieve a YoungerLooking Face Without Needles or
Knives

The 297 page book is full of no-nonsense information to help the reader understand how facial
exercise not only helps the user look younger but also how the process tightens, lifts and tones
sagging skin.

Long Beach, CA (PRWEB) April 29, 2010 -- Cynthia Rowland announces the release of her long awaited book,
The Magic of Facial Exercise, All About Natural Beauty. The 297 page book is full of no-nonsense information
to help the reader understand how facial exercise not only helps the user look younger but also how the process
tightens, lifts and tones sagging skin.

“I have been asked for years to write a book describing how facial exercise can help men and women look
younger and this book shares knowledge I have gained after working with thousands of faces in workshops,
clinics and spas throughout the years,” comments Ms. Rowland.

Cynthia’s straightforward Facial Magic neuromuscular retraining program can de-age a face 10 to 15 years
simply by performing isometric, resistance exercises. With just fingers, thumbs and a pair of white cotton
exercise gloves, in the privacy of your own home and in just minutes a day, sagging facial muscles can lift and
firm creating a fresher, younger looking face.

"Exercise is the fountain of youth and that includes exercising the face. Cynthia Rowland is the world's expert
on facial exercise and her Facial Magic program is peerless. Anyone who wants to stay young naturally should
read this book and make facial exercise a priority." Jackie Silver, author of Aging Backwards: Secrets to
Staying Young.

“If you think cosmetic surgery & injections are the only way to a younger looking face, then you haven’t read
The Magic of Facial Exercise by Cynthia Rowland. This engaging, must-read book provides undeniable
evidence for achieving a younger looking face without needles or knives. An exercise a day keeps old age
away! I recommend this book to anyone who wants to look youthful.” Nina Nichols, director of
ResolutionResearch.com, ResolutionPanel.com, and beauty enthusiast.

The book offers 18 chapters detailing how and why facial exercise changes faces naturally, Cynthia’s special
report, user testimonials and photos along with medical evidence describing the effectiveness of this
exceptional exercise program. The book can be purchased at http://www.rejenuve.com/TheMagicBOOK.htm
for $24.95.

For more information please contact Jennifer Humphrey at J. Humphrey PR 310.621.2546 or
Jennifer(at)jhumphreypr(dot)com
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Contact Information
CYNTHIA ROWLAND
Facial Magic
http://www.cynthiarowland.com
562.433.1597

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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